SAQGulf For Contracting & Consultants
Company Summary
SAQ Gulf is a contracting company that was recently established. However, it is established based on 33
years of experience in oil and gas services and project management. The company established to
provide a complete solution for the following project soft issues:


Quality Control and Assurance (QA/QC)
We provide a total Quality Management for project. It consists of all service from engineering
deliverables quality, procurement process, vendor inspection and material shipping and receiving. In
addition, we can provide QA/QC team to ensure proper installation and construction.



Health, Safety &Environment Management (HSEM):
HSEM is a process that starts as early as the FEED stage. However, most of the activities are focused
on during construction planning and execution. We provide all required services to ensure safe
environment for workers and assets including QRA, SIL studies.



Environmental study and implementation Management:
Environmental studies are specialized work that needs well skilled people to conduct it and to ensure
its implementation. Accordingly we hired our consultants to source out the services and manage it
professionally. Our consultants have more than 40 years of accumulative experience in this field.



facility Commissioning and turn over:
Facilities commissioning and turnover starts as early as the beginning of detailed design. It is a buildon process. To have smooth turn over, all books and certificates of completion needs to be well
planned and structured. Work Break Structure (WBS) is a key element of success. Accordingly the
commissioning team needs to be part of the WBS effort in the early stage. Therefore; we assign well
experience person with the contractor team in the beginning and augment the commissioning team
until construction starts and team will be mobilized to site to continue the turnover package and
finalize the commissioning procedure and get it approved by authorized client staff.



Training and learning modules.
In addition to the services above we complement our services by training effort to ensure that the
whole system is up to the specification. We strongly believe that to have a complete solution, people
(users and management) must be trained and gain enhanced knowledge to use all resources in safe
manner. This will result in better product or services at least cost and maintaining high record in HSE
and TQM.

Our team is selected based on experience and achievement in their fields. Most of them worked with me
before. And we are affiliated with the top class of services providers. In addition, we will have dedicated
team for each client to ensure 100% support and gain customer satisfaction.
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